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	This book discusses numerous natural compounds that

	show promise in the treatment of cancer. It examines

	fully what research has told us about them, and it proposes

	ways of using them that could significantly increase

	their value in cancer treatment beyond what has

	previously been demonstrated. To understand the meaning

	of this new approach, one needs to see it in the context

	of the big picture of cancer research.





	We stand at a turning point in the field of cancer chemotherapy.

	The last 50 years have been dominated by

	drugs that are not highly specific to cancer cells. Being

	nonspecific, these drugs also destroy normal cells, and

	in the process can cause significant and sometimes

	deadly adverse effects. Before long, a new generation of

	more powerful but less toxic drugs promises to be available.

	These new drugs will target events and processes

	that are more specific to cancer cells, and thus they will

	not be as harmful to normal cells. This revolution in

	therapy is already evident in the laboratory, and within

	the next 10 years or so it will become evident in the

	clinic. The ability to design and test this new generation

	of drugs comes from the many scientific discoveries

	made over the last 20 years that allow us to peer into the

	workings of a cancer cell at the molecular level. By

	seeing more clearly how cancer cells work, we are now

	better able to design drugs to halt their proliferation and

	spread. This new approach of targeting the mechanisms

	by which cancer cells prosper has been called, appropriately,

	a mechanism-based approach.





	These developments paint a very encouraging picture

	for the eventual success of modern medicine in its battle

	to defeat cancer. But with such promising drugs on the

	horizon, the reader may ask, “Why does it make sense to

	turn to the study of natural compounds?”
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Intelligent Systems: Approximation by Artificial Neural Networks (Intelligent Systems Reference Library)Springer, 2011

	This brief monograph is the first one to deal exclusively with the quantitative approximation by artificial neural networks to the identity-unit operator. Here we study with rates the approximation properties of the "right" sigmoidal and hyperbolic tangent artificial neural network positive linear operators. In particular we study...
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Statistics for Environmental Engineers, Second EditionCRC Press, 2002
The book is well written, easy to read, and interesting, which is no small feat considering the subject matter. The authors have taken considerable steps to make this textbook user-friendly to their intended audience, environmental engineers. … The authors, both recognized experts in civil and sanitary engineering, provide data and problems...
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Process Control Systems: Application, Design, and AdjustmentMcGraw-Hill, 1988
The complete updated edition of this best-selling reference provides an unsurpassed account of process control--from the very basics of theory to advanced control applications. This edition of this guide fully explains control technology principles applied to industrial fluid processes, including time-domain and relative-gain analysis. Control...
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Software Deployment, Updating, and Patching (Information Security)CRC Press, 2007
Presenting valuable information for professionals involved in maintaining and securing Microsoft systems and applications, Software Deployment, Updating, and Patching provides the skills necessary to develop a comprehensive strategy for updating and securing Microsoft systems with the latest packs and patches. It demonstrates how...
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The CISM Prep Guide: Mastering the Five Domains of Information Security ManagementJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
There is no better way for you to stand out from the crowd of IT professionals than to get your Certified Information Security Manager (CISM) certification from the Information Systems Audit and Control Association (ISACA). Written by the bestselling authors of the CISSP Prep Guide, this comprehensive test guide provides you with all...
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OSPF Network Design SolutionsCisco Press, 1998
Network routing protocols have emerged as key enabling technologies in a  computing world now dominated by connectivity. From a very high-level  perspective, these routing protocols can be split into interior gateway  protocols (IGPs) and exterior gateway protocols (EGPs). In general, the routing  techniques used by IGPs are based on either...
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